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Annwyl Brif Weinidog, 

I write further to our exchange on the floor of the Senedd during First Minister’s Questions on 

Tuesday 29 January. 

Firstly,  in response to my first question asking why performance of A&E departments has gone 

from bad to worse during your tenure in senior Welsh Government ministerial positions – 

where I highlighted the December 2018 A&E waiting time figures which show that only 77.8% 

of people were seen within four hours, where the target is 95% – you said:  

“It is certainly true that the number of people entering A&E departments on an emergency basis 

was the highest ever on record in the month of December.” 

Whilst figures for December 2018 in relation to performance against waiting time targets is – as 

I highlighted – the worst on record, there is no such correlation in terms the number of people 

entering A&E departments in December.  

As Stats Wales’ official figures show, A&E attendance at Welsh A&E departments for December 

2017 and December 2018 was as follows: 

A&E Attendance – December 2017 A&E Attendance – December 2018 
82,473 81,823 
 
Furthermore, the figures excluding unknown ages and unknown genders for the same periods 

are as follows: 

A&E Attendance – December 2017 A&E Attendance – December 2018 
81,403 80,383 
 
Based on these official statistics therefore, it would appear that it is incorrect to say that A&E 

attendance in December 2018 “was the highest ever on record in the month of December”. 

Further, I should like to reiterate my original point that performance figures against the 95% 

four hour target for the month of December 2018 were indeed the worst on record, despite 

attendance for December 2018 in fact being down on the December of the previous year, as 

demonstrated. 

You’ll be aware that Section 1.3(ii) of the Ministerial Code, which now extends specifically to the 

First Minister, states that:  

“It is of paramount importance that Ministers give accurate and truthful information to the 

Assembly, correcting any inadvertent error at the earliest opportunity.” 

I would therefore invite you to correct the record at the earliest opportunity in relation to your 

statement that the number of people entering A&E departments was the highest ever on record 

in the month of December. 

Furthermore, in light of the correction, I would like you to reconsider your rejection of my call 

for an urgent inquiry into the state of emergency care across Wales, starting in the north. The 
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fact that the Welsh NHS recorded its worst ever performance on A&E waiting times despite the 

fact that it was not under additional pressure from higher numbers in attendance – especially 

given that temperatures were mild and that there was no major flu outbreak – necessitates the 

strategic focus of an independent inquiry. 

Yn gywir, 
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